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Abstract— This paper proposes a model for the internal
temperature of a SI engine catalyst. The modeling approach is
grounded on a one-dimensional distributed parameter model,
which is approximated by a time-varying input-delay system
whose dynamics parameters (time constant, delay, gains) are
obtained through a simple analytic reduction procedure. Fol-
lowing recent works, the distributed heat generation resulting
from pollutant conversion is shown here to be equivalent to an
inlet temperature entering the system at a virtual front inside
the catalyst. The gain of this new input introduces a coupling to
account for the conversion efficiency. Relevance of this model
is qualitatively supported by experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automotive SI engines are equipped with a Three-Way

Catalyst (TWC) located in the exhaust line. This after-

treatment device aims at reducing the three major pollutants

resulting from the combustion: hydrocarbons HC, carbon

monoxide CO and nitrogen oxide NOx. Yet, conversion

efficiency highly depends on the catalyst temperature [8] [9],

as presented in Fig. 4. Right after a cold start of the engine,

temperatures are too low to activate chemical reactions and

the catalyst conversion ratio is poor [17]. Therefore, speed-

up of the catalyst warm-up is a point of critical importance

to reach high level of pollutant conversion.

Classically, warm-up strategies exploit combustion timing

shifting [7], which usually leads to combustion efficiency

degradation. Indeed, by appropriately modifying the ignition

angle of the mixture, higher exhaust gas temperature can be

achieved, leading to a faster heating of the catalyst (mono-

lith). Due to the previously mentioned detrimental effects

on combustion, this open-loop technique yields substantial

consumption increase. This increase must be limited to its

strict minimum. Therefore, it is of prime importance to

determine when the catalyst has reached its light-off temper-

ature1 to obtain a satisfactory compromise between pollutant

emissions and consumption. When this light-off temperature

is obtained, optimal combustion can be performed and the

consumption can simply go back to a standard level.

Determination of the switch time can be achieved from

the measurements provided by a commercially embedded
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1Defined here as the temperature at which the catalyst becomes more
than 90 percent effective.
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Fig. 1. Experimental catalyst composed of two monoliths. Two sensors
permit to measure the wall temperature in the center of each monolith.
Test-bench is also equipped with inlet temperature and mass flow sensors.

temperature sensor located into the cooling system. The ther-

mal behavior of the water cooling system can be indirectly

related to the engine and exhaust line temperatures. Yet, this

information is relatively uncertain, as other sources of heat

can bias it.

An alternative is to rely on models. Some catalyst temper-

ature models have been proposed in the literature. In [10], a

mean-value (spatially lumped) model is presented, in which

the catalyst temperature follows a first-order dynamics, as-

suming the temperature inside the wall temperature (i.e.

the solid substrate temperature) as spatially homogeneous.

This kind of model can be inaccurate since it does not

take into account the inherent transport phenomenon and

the distributed nature of the catalyst. In particular, it usually

leads to an overestimation of the light-off temperature. On

the other hand, in [11], [14] or [4], catalyst temperature is

represented as Partial Differential Equations (PDE) modeling

heat exchange and chemistry inside the monolith, with com-

plex representations of the heat release by chemical reactions.

Provided reliable values for all the model parameters are

known, these models give very accurate estimation of the

light-off temperature, but the induced computational burden

discards them from real-time implementations.

In this paper, we propose to use a semi-lumped model

of these PDE equations. Following the overture presented in

[12], we obtain a first-order input-delay dynamics relating the

inlet gas temperature to a punctual wall catalyst temperature.

The chemical reactions inside the catalyst are simply repre-

sented as a fictitious second temperature front entering the

catalyst afar off the physical catalyst inlet. Here, this model

is shown to be quite accurate, and of gentle implementation

complexity.

The model presented here can be seen as a generalization

of [12] to SI engines applications. The main modifications

consists in the introduction of the catalyst conversion effi-
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ciency impacting the heat release. This efficiency depends on

the output of the model, resulting into an additional coupling

which does not tamper with the stability of the model. This

model and its use to determine the light-off temperature from

experimental data are the main contributions of the paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present

the catalyst under consideration in experiments. In Section

III, we detail the PDE temperature modeling which is used in

Section IV to derive a first-order input-delay model through

analytic formula stemming from simple operational calculus.

Finally, in Section V, we give some preliminary results of

experimental determination of the light-off temperature of

the catalyst to stress the relevance of the model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The catalyst under consideration in this study is mounted

at the outlet of a 2L four-cylinder turbocharged SI engine,

downstream the turbine. Fig. 1 presents a scheme of the

catalyst under consideration. It is composed of two separated

monoliths [18] in charge of oxidizing carbon monoxides and

hydrocarbons into carbon dioxide and water, and reducing

nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and oxygen2. For experimental

studies and comparisons, the catalyst has been instrumented

with two internal temperature sensors. Such sensors located

are not embedded inside any commercial line product. Fig. 2

presents experimental results obtained at test bench during

a NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) cycle. Histories

of both the exhaust mass flow and the temperature located

upstream the catalyst are reported in Fig. 2(a). These quan-

tities are the inputs of the model proposed in this paper. The

exhaust mass flow is a fast-varying variable closely related

to the engine torque output. The exhaust temperature has

a slower dynamics because of the pipes thermal inertia. In

Fig. 2(b), both monolith temperatures of Fig. 1 are given3.

By comparing these two curves between them and against

the inlet gas temperature, one can easily see the impact of

the catalyst thermal inertia since it deeply slows down the

temperature response inside the monoliths. A second impor-

tant point to notice is the visible very low-pass filter role of

the catalyst (see the signals T 1
w and T 2

w on Fig. 2(b)). We will

account for this in our proposed model simplification.

III. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (PDE) MODEL

We now refer to Fig. 3, where a schematic representation

of the monolith is given. Exhaust burned gas enter the

monolith at x = 0 and convective exchange with the wall

occur all along the monolith, i.e. for x = 0 to x = L, yielding

to inhomogeneously distributed temperature profiles of the

gas Tg(x, t) and the catalyst wall Tw(x, t)
4.

2In the following, the two monoliths are not distinguished. In details,
neglecting the conduction inside the wall catalyst yields to the equivalent
representation of a unique monolith.

3The presented results are obtained by performing optimal combustion
during the whole cycle, without warm-up strategy. The duration of the
warming phase is therefore longer than a classical one.

4On the contrary, the axial conduction in the solid is not important and
can be neglected, as underlined in [19], [20]
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(a) Exhaust gas flow and temperature.
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Fig. 2. Experimental results on European driving cycle (NEDC).

Here, we consider the following coupled linear infinite

dimensional thermal dynamics






∂Tw

∂ t
(x, t) = k1(Tg(x, t)−Tw(x, t))+Ψ(x, t,Tw(x, t))(1)

ṁg

∂Tg

∂x
(x, t) = k2(Tw(x, t)−Tg(x, t)) (2)

where ψ is a distributed time-varying source term, related to

the chemical reaction occurring inside the catalyst and the

constants k1,k2 > 0 are defined as

k1 =
hIPI

AwρwCpw

, k2 =
hIPI

Cpg

Such a model is considered for example in [11]. It encom-

passes the detailed modeling (16)-(17) given in Appendix,

provided that a few simplifications are performed:

• conduction (λw∂ 2Tg/∂x2) into the monolith is neglected

compared to convection exchanges;

• gas storage is considered as very small compared to the

monolith one, i.e. ρgCpg << ρwCpw;

• convective exchanges with the atmosphere are neglected

compared to the one with the exhaust gas5.

The source term ψ gathers the sum of the enthalpies of the

various reactions taking place inside the catalyst. It can be

5This last assumption is only made for sake of simplicity in the following
analysis and can easily be relaxed.
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of the distributed profile temperature inside a
catalyst jointly with thermal exchanges.
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Fig. 4. Conversion efficiency (jointly for CO, HC and NOx) as a function
of temperature for typical catalytic converter (Source : [8]).
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Fig. 5. Schematic view inspired from [12]. The conversion is assumed to
take place on an upstream part of the catalyst of length Lr . The temperature
used to determine the catalyst efficiency is located at length Lη ≤ L.

effectively represented as

Ψ(x, t,Tw) =

{

ψ(x, t,Tw) for 0 ≤ x ≤ Lr

0 for Lr < x ≤ L

where Lr is the length of the portion of the catalyst where

the heat is released. This model is illustrated in Fig. 5

and notations are gathered in Table I. This source term

also depends on the wall temperature. This is important to

study the light-off process. For moderate temperature, the

conversion efficiency highly depends on the wall temperature

and this dependence cannot reasonably be neglected.

In this paper, we propose to represent the conversion

efficiency of the catalyst as a function of a punctual wall tem-

perature, at a position Lη (potentially varying with aging).

Experimental determination of this efficiency was performed

and follows the tendency of Fig. 4. In the following, it is

called η , considered as a known function, and we focus on

the design of a simple model of the wall temperature at Lη
6,

handling the potential variability of this position7.

IV. APPROACHING THE DYNAMICS BY AN INPUT-DELAY

ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

A. Operational calculus without source term

Before detailing the global model that we propose to use,

we focus on the analysis of the “purely thermal” behavior

of the PDE model, i.e. without any source term. This case is

6An effective length Lη was identified as the one of the first monolith.
7Yet, in the following, for experimental validation, we also compute wall

temperature estimates at other locations.

Symbol Description Unit

Aw Catalyst wall area m2

Ag Catalyst efficient area m2

Cpw Catalyst wall heat capacity J/kg/m3

Cpg Gas heat capacity J/kg/m3

D Model delay s
∆HHC Unity enthalpy from HC conversion J/mol
∆HCO Unity enthalpy from CO conversion J/mol
∆HNOx Unity enthalpy from NOx conversion J/mol

hI Internal convection coefficient J/K/m2

hO External convection coefficient J/K/m2

hi Enthalpy of the ith species reaction J

λw Wall conduction coefficient J/K/m2

ṁg Gas mass flow rate kg/s

PI Internal catalyst perimeter m
PO External catalyst perimeter m

Ri Reaction rate of the ith species -

ρw Catalyst wall volumetric mass kg/m3

Tw Distributed monolith temperature K

T 1
w Wall temperature in the middle K

of the first monolith

T 2
w Wall temperature in the middle K

of the second monolith
Tg Distributed gas temperature K
τ Model time constant s

TABLE I

NOTATIONS

representative of a temperature interval below 250− 300C,

where chemical conversion is almost ineffective.

Claim 1: Assume ψ = 0. In the range of low (time

domain) frequencies, the distributed parameter model (1)-

(2) can be approximated by the following set of first-order

delayed equations

∀0 ≤ x ≤ L , τ(x, t)
dTw(x, t)

dt
=−Tw(x, t)+Tg(0, t −D(x, t))

(3)

with






τ(x, t) =
1

k1
+νδ (x, t) (4)

D(x, t) = (1−ν)δ (x, t) (5)

where ν is a given constant in [0,1] and δ is defined through

the integral equation
∫ t

t−δ (x,t)

k1

k2
ṁg(s)ds = x (6)

1) Comments: The relation (6) implicitly defines a trans-

port delay through past values of the gas flow rate. It

corresponds to a transport phenomenon occurring over a

length x with a speed
k1
k2

ṁg accordingly to a Plug-Flow

assumption [16]. This time can be understood as a residence

time into the monolith (see [3]). As the two main effects

of the gas residence inside the monolith are transport and

exchange with the monolith, it can reasonably be separated

into a first order dynamics with a pure delay effect. The

tuning parameter ν can be determined via dedicated tests

and allows this model to qualitatively represent a relatively

vast range of catalyst devices.

We now detail this modeling.
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2) Formulation of claim 1:

a) Transport delay: By taking a spatial derivative of

(1), a time-derivative of (2) and matching terms with (1)-(2),

one can obtain the decoupled equations, for all x ∈ [0,L],






ṁg(t)
∂ 2Tw

∂x∂ t
=− k2

∂Tw

∂ t
− k1ṁg(t)

∂Tw

∂x

ṁg(t)
∂ 2Tg

∂x∂ t
+ m̈g(t)

∂Tg

∂x
=− k2

∂Tg

∂ t
− k1ṁg(t)

∂Tg

∂x

where the first equation defining Tw can be reformulated

using a spatial Laplace transform (operational calculus) to

get

∀t ≥ 0 , (ṁg(t)p+ k2)
dT̂w

dt
=− k1ṁg(t)pT̂w(p, t)

This scalar system can be solved as

T̂w(p, t) =exp

(

−

[∫ t

t0

k1ṁg(s)p

ṁg(s)p+ k2
ds

])

T̂w(p, t0)

where t0 is such that t0 ≤ t.

The catalyst, as is visible from experimental data reported

in Fig. 2(b), is relatively non-sensitive to high-frequencies.

Consequently, by considering only low-level spatial frequen-

cies (i.e., ṁg p << k2 for any gas flow ṁg), the term below

the integral can be substantially simplified8. Rewriting the

resulting equation into the usual space domain gives

∀x ∈ [0,L] , Tw(x, t) =Tw

(

x−

[∫ t

t0

k1

k2
ṁs(s)ds

]

, t0

)

Formally, one can define δ (x, t)≥ 0 such that

x−

[∫ t

t−δ (x,t)

k1

k2
ṁs(s)ds

]

= 0

which is equivalent to the implicit integral equation (6).

Consequently, the wall temperature at abscissa x is formally

delayed by

∀x ∈ [0,L] , Tw(x, t) =Tw(0, t −δ (x, t)) (7)

b) First-order model: From there, it is possible to

relate the dynamics under consideration to the gas inlet

temperature. Consider for a moment that δ (x) is constant

with respect to time. Then, writing (7) in the time Laplace

domain, jointly with (1) for x = 0, one directly obtains for

all x ∈ [0,L]

T̂w(x,s) =k1
e−δ (x)s

s+ k1
T̂g(0,s) (8)

Finally, following the same steps as previously, it is possible

to only consider low frequencies (s << 1). By following the

elements presented in [15],

e−δ (x)s ≈
e−(1−ν)δ (x)s

νδ (x)s+1

8The exact relation between time and spatial frequencies remains to be
rigorously explored.
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Fig. 6. Simulation comparison between the temperature representation of
the model (1)-(2) with ψ = 0 and the reduced first-order input-delay model
(3)-(6). The inputs of the model are NEDC variations pictured in Fig. 2(a).

with a constant ν ∈ [0,1], (8) rewrites for low frequencies as

T̂w(x,s) =
e−(1−ν)δ (x)s

(
1
k1
+νδ (x)

)

s+1
T̂g(x,0)

By formally generalizing this relation to a time-varying

residence time δ (x, t), one obtains the dynamics formulated

in Claim 1.

3) Validation of the reduced model (3)-(6) using experi-

mental data: To illustrate Claim 1, simulation results of the

temperature inside the wall catalyst at two different locations

are pictured in Fig. 6. The two simulation results have been

obtained respectively with the distributed parameter model

(1)-(2) (with ψ = 0, i.e. neglecting the enthalpy flows) and

with the proposed simplified dynamics (3)-(6). The inputs

used for the two models (gas mass flow rate and gas inlet

temperature) are data recorded during a NEDC cycle. They

are pictured in Fig. 2(a). In particular, one can observe that

the considered gas mass flow rate variations are quite large.

The proposed model was previously calibrated using ex-

perimental data for different given operating points, for

which the engine was initially cold and requested torque and

engine speed were kept constant. In particular, the parameter

ν was adjusted during this calibration procedure.

The simulated temperature in Fig. 6 almost perfectly

matches the one computed with the PDE model. As these

performances are obtained for very demanding external con-

ditions, one can reasonably expect similar behavior on dif-

ferent kinds of driving conditions. For typically encountered

input signals, the PDE model is well represented by the

model of Claim 1.

Nevertheless, these models cannot completely match ex-

perimentally measured data, as the heat released from chem-

ical reactions is neglected. We now investigate this point.

B. Including chemical reactions energy

To account for the source term ψ , we propose to consider

the pollutant conversion effects as a second temperature front

Teq occurring at virtual position Lr inside the catalyst 9. This

9In details, this fictitious length does not exactly match the physical non-
reactive length introduced earlier in Section III. Yet, for sake of simplicity,
we assume here that they are identical.
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model allows one to exploit the linearity of the dynamics

(3)-(6), through a superposition principle, to distinguish the

Tg(0) effects from the pollutant conversion effect. This model

approach is pictured on Fig. 7.

For steady-state conditions, energy balance for the system

can be written as

ṁgCpg (Tg(0)−Tg(L))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=Teq

+η(Tw(Lη))
N

∑
i=1

∆Hi[xi]in = 0

where [xi]in are the inlet pollutant concentrations. Typically,

three main pollutants are considered (N = 3), i.e. hydro-

carbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides

(NOx). They result in three steady-state gains

GHC =η(Tw(Lη))
∆HHC

ṁgCpg

, GCO = η(Tw(Lη))
∆HCO

ṁgCpg

and GNOx = η(Tw(Lη))
∆HNOx

ṁgCpg

where the unity enthalpy ∆HHC,∆HCO and ∆HNOx are known

constants. These gains are then used to calculate an equiva-

lent temperature

Teq =GHC[HC]in +GCO[CO]in +GNOx [NOx]in (9)

In practice, the pollutant concentrations are not measured but

can be effectively estimated, e.g. by look-up tables.

An important point to notice is the appearance of the tem-

perature at length Lη as a parametrization of the conversion

efficiency. This yields a coupling represented in Fig. 7 under

a closed-loop form.

We summarize this approach by the following claim.

Claim 2: For any source term ψ , the wall catalyst tem-

perature at position Lη can be efficiently represented as

Tw(Lη) =T th
w +T ψ

w (10)

where T th
w satisfies

τ(Lη , t)
dT th

w

dt
=−T th

w (t)+Tg(0, t −D(Lη , t)) (11)

and T
ψ

w satisfies

τ(Lη −Lr, t)
dT

ψ
w

dt
=−T ψ

w (t)+Teq(0, t −D(Lη −Lr, t))

(12)

Teq is defined in (9), the time constant τ and the delay D are

defined for x ∈ [0,L] as






τ(x, t) =
1

k1
+νδ (x, t) (13)

D(x, t) = (1−ν)δ (x, t) (14)

with ν a given constant in [0,1] and δ defined through the

integral equation
∫ t

t−δ (x,t)

k1

k2
ṁg(s)ds = x (15)
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(a) Simulation results for the first-order input-delay model approach, compared to

experimental data in the center of the first monolith, and the corresponding delay used

in the model.
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(b) Simulation results for the first-order input-delay model approach, compared to

experimental data in the center of the second monolith, and the corresponding delay

used in the model.

Fig. 8. Comparison between the proposed model and experimental data at
two location inside the monolith.

It is worth noticing that the catalyst temperature at any po-

sition x ∈ [0,L] can also be computed by a similar procedure,

provided one has value of the steady-state gains (correspond-

ingly, Tw(Lη , .) has to be calculated independently).

C. Validation of the proposed model on experimental data

Simulation results of the wall catalyst temperature at two

positions (described in Fig. 1) are provided in Fig. 8 and

compared to experimental measurements. These measure-

ments were obtained on a NEDC cycle, with an initially

cold catalyst. The tuning parameter is set to ν = 0.4.

One can easily notice that the computed temperatures

catch both short-term and long-term variations of the true

signals. As previously, it is worth noticing that the inputs

corresponding to this NEDC cycle are highly variable and

therefore this test case is challenging.

D. Comments about the proposed model

The proposed model is simple enough to be implemented

in real-time and provides accurate estimation of the wall cat-

alyst. One clear advantage of the proposed technique that is

worth noticing is that it provides insight into the temperature

everywhere inside the monolith. A lumped model (or 0D-

model) like the one presented in [10] for example, cannot

achieve this. Also worth noticing is the fact that aging of the

catalyst can be accounted for by updating Lη .
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Fig. 7. Proposed catalyst temperature model (10)-(15). The pollutant conversion effects (HC, CO and NOx) are assimilated to a front of temperature Teq

propagating on a virtual length Lη −Lr , while the gas heating occurs on the complete length Lη . The model is also fed by the gas mass flow rate ṁg

which is not represented here for sake of clarity.

To feed the model, values for various inputs, presented

in Fig.7, are necessary: the mass flow rate, the inlet gas

temperature and the pollutant emissions upstream of the

catalyst.

In practice, the information of the mass flow rate is given

by a model already implemented for combustion control

purposes (namely, cylinder charge estimation). Further, a

certain number of inlet gas temperature models have been

proposed in the literature and can be used here if no sensor

is available. For example, the interested reader can refer to

[6] where a complex 1D model is presented or to [5] for

lumped parameter exhaust temperature models.

One direction of future work is the quantitative evaluation

of the impact of the use of these models/look-up tables

(instead of sensors). In particular, the sensitivity of this

model to errors in pollutant emissions would be worth being

investigated, as look-up tables computed off-line should be

used in practice (preferably with two sets of look-up tables,

depending if the engine is cold or warm)

V. LIGHT-OFF TIME DETERMINATION FROM

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section, we use the proposed reduced model to

determine the light-off temperature reaching time, i.e. the

time when the efficiency of the catalyst is greater than 90

percent. With this aim in view, we consider two sets of

experimental data: a NEDC cycle and a FTP one.

For each set, we use the efficiency function calibrated

previously, fed with the proposed temperature model at

length Lη
10, and compare our computed light-off time with

the reference time, determined from downstream pollutant

emissions measurements. Results are reported on Table V.

One can notice that this determination is quite accurate, but

could certainly benefit from a further calibration.

For comparison, on the NEDC cycle, one obtains that the

temperature of the cooling system corresponding to light-off

is 73oC. If one would rely on this lagged value to represent

the internal catalyst temperature, it would typically result

10This length, together with the efficiency function, are here determined
off-line using optimization techniques. An hyperbolic tangent function is
used to represent the efficiency but can be adjusted online.

Reference Time Reduced model

Time shifting (NEDC) [s] 350 328

Time shifting (FTP) [s] 190 171

TABLE II

DETERMINATION ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE LIGHT-OFF

TIMING.

into an overestimation of more than 50s on the FTP cycle

(Federal Test Procedure).

Further, one can then schedule in advance the end of the

combustion degradation by exploiting the input-delay form of

the model (3)-(6) and provide a tailored prediction. Namely,

assuming that the external conditions remain similar (i.e.,

for s ∈ [t, t+D(t)], τ(s) = τ(t)), then it is possible to predict

the future value of the wall temperature by integrating (3)

between t and t +D(t) starting with the current temperature

model (see [1] for details regarding this technique). When

this predicted temperature achieves the catalyst light-off,

optimal combustion can be performed. In details, due to the

delayed input, the gas temperature that are already heating

the monolith are sufficient to achieve the desired warming.

Therefore, combustion timing can be shifted when such a

point is achieved.

The use of this prediction technique on the experimental

data provides a reference time of 280s on the NEDC cycle

and of 113s on the FTP, which is compliant with the scale

of the delay pictured in Fig. 8.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a simple first-order input-delay model of

the wall catalyst has been presented. Following the works

presented in [12] for Diesel engines, the distributed heat gen-

eration resulting from pollutant conversion is represented as

a second inlet temperature occurring on a virtual front inside

the catalyst. These works has been shown to represent well

the behavior of SI engine catalysts, via the introduction of a

closed-loop additive coupling on the conversion efficiency.

This model suggests interesting control strategies for the

light-off. Further, experiments are needed to evaluate these

potential merits. Another direction of work is the quantitative
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evaluation of the robustness of this model to input estimation

errors.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we provide a more detailed modeling of

the thermal exchanges occurring in the catalyst, from which

(1)-(2) is a simplification. Following [4], a thermal balance

of the gas leads to the equation

ρgAgCpg

∂Tg

∂ t
+ ṁgCpg

∂Tg

∂x
=hIPI(Tw(x, t)−Tg(x, t)) (16)

where the first term on the left hand side accounts for the gas

energy storage, the second one for transport and the right-

hand term for convective exchanges. A similar balance for

the wall yields

ρwAwCpw

∂Tw

∂ t
=λw

∂ 2Tw

∂x2
+

N

∑
i=1

Rihi +hIPI(Tg(x, t)−Tw(x, t))

+hOPO(Tamb −Tw(x, t)) (17)

where the left-hand side still accounts for the energy storage

and the right-hand side represents respectively: i) the conduc-

tion/diffusion inside the monolith; ii) the enthalpy flow of the

N chemical reactions occurring inside the catalyst (mainly,

N = 3); iii) the exchange respectively with the gas and the

atmosphere.

One can notice that, following [12], no transport occurs in

the (solid) wall. In more details, a mass balance of the species

in presence can be established. The species concentrations

inside the monolith are necessary to determine the reaction

terms Ri in the enthalpy flows. Two additional equations per

species are also necessary (one for the gas and one for the

monolith, see [2] [13]).
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